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Abstract 8 
Basin-scale geologic carbon sequestration will require hundreds of injection wells, each of which 9 
has costs related to property rights and regulatory requirements that correlate with the areal size 10 
of the carbon dioxide plume. These surface-footprint-related issues motivate maximizing storage 11 
efficiency radially away from each well. Radial storage efficiency (RSE) is defined here as the 12 
ratio of the volumetrically weighted carbon dioxide free-phase saturation within a given radius 13 
away from the injection well to the available pore space within that same radius. Maximizing 14 
RSE effectively minimizes the radial extent of the CO2 plume. Optimizing RSE around 15 
individual wells requires local flow control injection strategies that can increase the uniformity 16 
of the filling of pore space around the well over the entire length of the perforated injection 17 
interval despite differences in local formation transmissivity. The goal of uniform filling of the 18 
storage reservoir starting from the well outward is to maximize carbon dioxide sweep and 19 
trapping locally outward from the well in all of the layers of the storage region before buoyancy 20 
forces predominate and drive carbon dioxide upward where it will spread laterally under lower-21 
permeability layers. Example simulations of carbon dioxide injection into a layered storage 22 
system with and without local flow control are presented to show the advantage of uniformly 23 
filling all layers and how RSE can be used to quantify storage efficiency for the two different 24 
injection approaches.  25 

Introduction 26 
Basin-scale geologic carbon sequestration (GCS) (100 million tonnes of CO2 or more per year) 27 
will require hundreds of individual carbon dioxide (CO2) injection wells at numerous industrial-28 
scale GCS project sites spread out over hundreds to thousands of square kilometers within a 29 
sedimentary basin. After decades of injection, pressure rise in the storage region will likely be 30 
the main factor limiting capacity within basins, especially if storage reservoirs behave more like 31 
closed as opposed to open hydrologic systems [1, 2, 3]. But in the early years of basin-scale 32 
GCS, maximizing pore-space-filling efficiency at individual wells will be critical to minimizing 33 
free-phase CO2 footprint. Footprint minimization is important for reducing project costs because 34 
it minimizes the area of real estate under which the operator needs to acquire surface access 35 
and/or pore-space-filling/mineral rights, and it can reduce the likelihood of CO2 encountering 36 
abandoned wells which could leak and/or are in need of remediation thereby facilitating the 37 
permitting process.  38 
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One way to maximize local pore-space-filling efficiency during fluid injection is to make use of 39 
local flow control methods, referred to as intelligent or smart completions in the oil and gas 40 
industry [4]. For the purposes of this paper, the various existing intelligent/smart completion 41 
approaches will not be detailed but will instead be referred to as local flow control. Regardless of 42 
whether the approach involves active/passive valves or dual/multiple completions, the goal of 43 
local flow control approaches is to achieve independent flow-rate control along different 44 
intervals in the injection well. The goal is to adapt the injection flow rate and/or pressure locally 45 
along the injection interval to the effective transmissivity of each reservoir layer. These 46 
approaches apply to both vertical, deviated, and horizontal wells. Although such approaches 47 
have been described for use in CO2-EOR [5], they have not yet been widely discussed for GCS. 48 
Yet the potential benefits of local flow control methods for GCS are obvious given the large 49 
buoyancy driving forces and formation heterogeneity that prevent efficient reservoir sweep, 50 
along with the urgent need for widely implementing large-scale GCS for greenhouse gas 51 
mitigation purposes. The idea for GCS is that local flow control will allow CO2 to be injected 52 
more uniformly into the pore space around the well so that more of the reservoir is swept by CO2 53 
as pressure and buoyancy cause flow outward and upward from the well into the storage 54 
reservoir volume. For GCS without brine extraction to control the CO2 plume [6], the only 55 
practical controls on CO2 migration are those implemented at and near the injection well. This is 56 
because depending on properties of the formation, its native fluids, and the CO2 injection rate, 57 
after a certain distance of CO2 flow away from the well, buoyancy forces become the main 58 
driving force and CO2 tends to flow upward as controlled by formation layering and vertical 59 
permeability [7, 8].  60 

The purpose of this paper is to present a new approach for quantifying radial storage efficiency 61 
(RSE), and to emphasize the challenge and benefits of improving CO2 storage efficiency in the 62 
face of heterogeneity in the storage formation. This work is intended to motivate operators and 63 
reservoir engineers to apply and/or advance the technology of local flow control for applications 64 
in the growing GCS field. Use of flow control methods on a reservoir-specific basis may allow 65 
improved RSE and thereby lower the costs of siting and permitting of projects through decreased 66 
free-phase CO2 plume sizes during both the injection and post-injection periods.   67 

Storage Efficiency  68 
Prior Work  69 
The various measures of storage efficiency that have been proposed are all essentially ratios of 70 
the volume of CO2 injected for storage to the total volume available for CO2 storage [8]. In 71 
equations developed to estimate storage capacity, the storage efficiency can be thought of as an 72 
overall multiplier of reservoir pore-space volume that combines thefactors that tend to prevent 73 
CO2 from filling all of the available pore space. Early investigators (van der Meer 1995; Doughty 74 
et al. (2001))[9, 10] recognized that this overall multiplier is the product of individual terms that 75 
reduce reservoir-filling efficiency (e.g., effects of phase mobility and capillary effects, buoyancy, 76 
heterogeneity, residual fluid saturation, and strength of aquifer water drive. This multiplier was 77 
further described and given the name capacity coefficient by Bachu et al. (2007)[11]. Analytical 78 
solutions developed by Nordbotten et al. (2005)[12] demonstrated the strong effects of buoyancy 79 
in preventing efficient filling of nominally horizontal reservoirs.  80 
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Mathematically for an idealized radial injection geometry, Okwen et al. [13] and Ringrose [14] 81 
defined Cc as the ratio of the total amount (mass converted to volume) of CO2 injected to the 82 
volume of a cylinder of radius rmax equal to the radius of the maximum extent of the free-phase 83 
plume:  84 

 85 

2
max

QtCc
H rφ π

 
=  

 
    (1) 86 

 87 

where Q is volumetric injection rate, t is time (t), and φ, H, and rmax are porosity, storage layer 88 
thickness, and maximum radius (radial extent) of the CO2 plume, respectively, There is broad 89 
agreement from both the earliest work on storage efficiency [9, 10] and later work by Kopp et al. 90 
(2009b), Brennan et al. (2010), and Ringrose (2018) [15, 16, 17] that the value of the capacity 91 
coefficient (Cc) is in the single digits by volume percent.  92 

Doughty et al. (2003) [18] and Okwen et al. (2010) [13] realized that storage volume can be 93 
considered a dynamic quantity and therefore storage efficiency can be considered to evolve as 94 
the radius of the plume footprint grows.  95 

By the definition of Cc in Eq. 1, the storage efficiency decreases as rmax increases, all other things 96 
being equal. Using this approach, Okwen et al. (2010) [13] were able to quantify the loss of 97 
efficiency that occurs as CO2 buoyantly overrides denser brine and spreads out in a thin layer 98 
underneath the base of the lower-most cap rock. Numerical simulation work by Kumar and 99 
Bryant (2008) [19] recognized the importance of buoyancy forces in reducing the efficient filling 100 
of the reservoir and looked into ways of increasing storage efficiency in the face of strong 101 
buoyancy flow. Given that there are costs associated with large plume footprints, operators of 102 
GCS sites will want to strive to keep plume radius as small as possible by maximizing storage 103 
efficiency around wells.  104 

Extending the Capacity Coefficient Concept 105 
To build on the prior concepts developed in [18, 13, 14], note that the radius term defining 106 
storage volume (e.g., in the denominator of Eq. 1) does not have to be the CO2 free-phase plume 107 
extent, but can instead be considered to be any arbitrary distance (r) from the injection well, e.g., 108 
the distance to the property line of the project site, or to the property line of the pore-space 109 
owner, or to the spill point of the storage reservoir structure, etc. This way of thinking leads to 110 
defining storage efficiency based on the fraction filled by CO2 of a cylindrical storage volume 111 
with any arbitrary radius (r) for use in the denominator of storage efficiency equations. By this 112 
approach, the most efficient storage would occur if the operator could fill to maximum capacity 113 
all of the pore space contained within a cylinder of height H and radius r.  114 

Considering this radial flow geometry and with the objective of maximizing radial storage 115 
efficiency, it makes sense to also reconsider the numerator in Eq. 1 to recognize variation in 116 
pore-filling efficiency outward in the radial direction, and longitudinally along the well. 117 
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Specifically, one can extend previous measures of storage efficiency such as that illustrated in 118 
Figure 1a and described by Eq. 1 by redefining the numerator to use a volumetrically weighted 119 
pore occupancy (that may vary with radius away from the well) rather than total injected volume. 120 
As illustrated in Figure 1b, the RSE proposed below does this and also considers spatially 121 
variable native brine residual saturation (Slr)  and whether residual brine saturation has been 122 
reduced by vaporization, an effect that adds nominal storage capacity in the dry-out region. 123 
Figure 1 illustrates the differences between Cc and RSE in terms of the numerator (volume of 124 
CO2 considered) and the denominator (volume of storage reservoir considered). Note that for the 125 
case that the arbitrary r = rmax and Slr = 0, RSE is identical to Cc.   126 

 127 

 128 

Figure 1. Illustrations of the different numerator (CO2 volume) and denominator (radius) terms 129 
for the (a) Capacity coefficient (Cc) and (b) Radial Storage Efficiency (RSE) approaches, 130 
highlighting the differences between the two efficiency terms. Note that for the case that the 131 
arbitrary r = rmax and Slr = 0, RSE is identical to Cc.   132 

 133 

Effect of a Layered Reservoir 134 
To add a bit more realism to the discussion of storage efficiency and to motivate reservoir 135 
engineering to increase RSE, Figure 2 shows a conceptual model for radial injection into a 136 
horizontal layered system.  137 
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This figure is intended to illustrate the fact that storage regions targeted for GCS in sedimentary 138 
basins generally have layers of variable thickness and/or permeability (i.e., varying 139 
transmissivity). Because of the heterogeneous layers, standard injection approaches will result in 140 
limited injection into low-transmissivity layers while high-transmissivity layers, especially 141 
higher in the injection zone, receive the bulk of the injected CO2 from a nominally vertical well, 142 
all other things being equal. As CO2 flows away from the near-well region and viscous forces 143 
become subordinate to buoyancy forces within the layers, injected CO2 tends to rise upwards 144 
which leads to relatively rapid lateral spreading in approximately horizontally layered 145 
sedimentary reservoirs. Both variable injection into the vertically heterogeneous system and 146 
buoyant rise serve to decrease radial storage efficiency because they lead to larger CO2 plume 147 
footprints. 148 

 149 

Figure 2. Sketch of a slice of an idealized radially symmetric CO2 saturation plume following 150 
injection into a layered storage reservoir of thickness H. Low transmissivity in some layers leads 151 
to lack of injection, while the high-transmissivity layers preferentially receive injected CO2. 152 
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Following injection and after a short period of lateral flow, buoyancy forces cause the CO2 to 153 
flow upward within each layer.  154 

 155 

Carbon dioxide injection into a storage reservoir through a well perforated across the injection 156 
zone can be represented as a finite line source (the well) injecting CO2 radially outward. Because 157 
of this radial flow geometry, there will be large variations in pore-filling efficiency as a function 158 
of radius outward from the well. Specifically, the relatively large CO2 flow velocity in the 159 
formation along the well following exit from the well perforations will diminish rapidly by 160 
purely geometric effects as the distance from the well increases. In addition, the tendency for dry 161 
(pipeline) CO2 to vaporize native formation brine (causing dry out) that exists near the well will 162 
decrease outward away from the well as capillary and gravity forces begin to dominate [20].  163 

Formal Definition of RSE 164 
Following the presentation of the history of capacity efficiency and using the above concepts of 165 
CO2 pore occupancy and arbitrary radius of storage region, we can now define RSE as the ratio 166 
of the volumetrically weighted average CO2 saturation divided by one minus the volumetrically 167 
weighted average residual liquid (aqueous phase, or brine) saturation within the arbitrary 168 
cylindrical storage volume of radius r. Formally, the definition of RSE is  169 

( )
2

2 1
CO

CO
lr

SRSE
S

=
−

    (2) 170 

where the storage volume is defined by a cylinder of height H with arbitrary radius r around the 171 
well such that the volumetric averaging is carried out as  172 

2,

2

CO i i
i

CO

S V
S

V
=
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    (3) 173 

and  174 

, ,( , )l i lr i i
i

lr

MIN S S V
S

V
=

∑
   (4) 175 

In Eqs. 3 and 4, we consider the arbitrary storage volume to be divided into i discrete volumes as 176 
in typical numerical reservoir simulation methods. Furthermore, Eq. 4 accounts for effects of dry 177 
out near the well where Sl may become less than Slr due to vaporization of H2O into the CO2 178 
phase and is zero (Sl = 0.0)  at full dry out. By this definition, 2COS  is the volumetrically 179 

weighted average CO2 saturation (SCO2) over the i volumes within the storage region defined by 180 
V where  181 

2
i

i
V V r Hφ π= =∑

   (5) 182 
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and lrS  is the volumetrically weighted residual liquid (aqueous phase, or brine) saturation over 183 

the same cylindrical volume defined by the same r. By these definitions, RSE must always be 184 
specified along with the value of r used to define V through Eq. 5.   185 

The advantage of defining the RSE as in Eq. 2 is that it accounts for spatially varying CO2 186 
saturations. Similarly, the spatial variation in residual liquid (native brine) saturation is taken into 187 
account in the definition of RSE where variations in Slr can occur for many reasons arising from 188 
changes in rock properties (facies, texture, fractures, grain coatings, etc.) and/or in fluid 189 
properties (salinity, presence of hydrocarbon phases, etc.). Note that the pore volume taken up by 190 
salt precipitation that may accompany dry out in the near-well region [21, 22] is neglected in the 191 
present definition. In general, for typical choices of r, the volume of the near-well region where 192 
dry out and salt precipitation can occur will be a very small fraction of the overall volume 193 
occupied by CO2. 194 

The Case for Local Injection Control  195 
Overcoming Variable Transmissivity  196 
Injection wells are normally perforated using shaped charges that blast holes in the casing and 197 
cause local formation damage that enhances permeability in the near-well region along the 198 
injection interval. When an injection well is perforated uniformly, the entire perforated interval 199 
between packer and bottom cement, or within a packed-off interval, is effectively uniformly 200 
open to the formation. Other well completion approaches may be used, such as slotted liners, 201 
gravel packs, etc. For the purposes of this paper, it can be assumed that the resistance to fluid 202 
flow provided by well components is negligible relative to resistance provided by formation 203 
permeability. As such, bulk inflow out from the well at any level into the reservoir during 204 
injection is mostly controlled by the reservoir permeability-thickness product (transmissivity).  205 

Flow is also controlled strongly by the lateral pressure gradient from well to formation. In most 206 
cases, the largest pressure gradient occurs at the first perforations (the shallowest in a vertical 207 
well, or nearest the heel in a horizontal well) that connect with a highly transmissive zone, 208 
leading to a large amount of flow occurring through these perforations [23]. Flow into the 209 
formation through deeper perforations still occurs, but the pressure-gradient driving force tends 210 
to be smaller because part of the pressure is reduced by flow into the first large-transmissivity 211 
zone(s) encountered by the injectate. Kumar and Bryant (2009) [24] proposed a simple model for 212 
specifying the length and locations of perforation intervals such that injection along the entire 213 
length of the interval will occur uniformly, even as reservoir pressure varies hydrostatically and 214 
there is dynamic injection pressure variation in the well. These authors further acknowledged 215 
that engineering the injection to cause uniform injection rate along the well might be associated 216 
with overall injectivity decline, but that the benefits of better reservoir sweep and smaller plume 217 
footprints could justify a decrease in injectivity [24]. 218 

The result of preferential injection into high-transmissivity zones as described above is illustrated 219 
in Figure 3(a) by a sketch of a non-specified well perforated across a vertically heterogeneous 220 
reservoir. The effective permeability (log scale) as estimated from a porosity log with averaging 221 
applied to approximate a series of layers is shown on the left-hand side. As shown by Figure 222 
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3(a), injected CO2 tends to flow preferentially into the first transmissive layer leaving 223 
underutilized the low-transmissivity layers and to some extent both high- and low-transmissivity 224 
layers deeper in the well. Such an injection pattern is acceptable from the standpoint of 225 
injectivity alone, but it causes fast spreading of the free-phase CO2 plume in the high-226 
transmissivity layers, early breakthrough to potentially leaky surrounding wells, and overall 227 
inefficient CO2 sweep and corresponding utilization of the entire pore space. This inefficient use 228 
of pore space starts in the near-well region, and then propagates to the reservoir scale.  229 

Figure 3(b) shows a cartoon of CO2 saturation in the same formation as in Figure 3(a) but for a 230 
case using unspecified local flow control methods that are capable of limiting flow in high-231 
transmissivity layers and enhancing flow in low-transmissivity layers. As shown in Figure 3(b), 232 
local flow control methods allow CO2 to be more uniformly injected into the formation leading 233 
to much more efficient utilization of pore space. Local flow control to enhance injection into 234 
low-transmissivity layers requires active control approaches such as those developed in the oil 235 
and gas industry in so-called intelligent completions [4]. A dual completion with two sets of 236 
tubing or other technology may be needed to achieve this kind of flow control where varying 237 
injection pressures may be needed to achieve desired injection rates. Note that preferential 238 
injection into initially low-transmissivity layers may be self-enhancing as dry out occurs faster 239 
for higher injection rates resulting in a lower-viscosity fluid (scCO2) and higher CO2 relative 240 
permeability. Regardless of whether self-enhancement occurs or not, the resulting more-efficient 241 
utilization of otherwise un-utilized storage pore space will propagate outward leading to smaller 242 
plume footprint size, which enables a smaller r to be used for averaging in RSE, ultimately 243 
leading to a larger value of RSE. This is true especially during the first several years of injection 244 
before the plume becomes dominated by buoyancy and/or high-permeability flow channels, if 245 
present, which control plume migration at later times. Injectivity (defined as the amount of CO2 246 
that can be injected per unit rise in local reservoir pressure) will be lower overall for the case 247 
shown in Figure 3b relative to 3a. Therefore, the advantages of better reservoir sweep and higher 248 
RSE would need to be weighed against the downside of higher costs and higher injection 249 
pressures that come with implementing local flow control technologies on a site-by-site basis, as 250 
decisions about injection design are being made. To be more specific, operators may compare 251 
pore space lease/acquisition costs against the costs of local flow control technology. It is notable 252 
that small reductions in the radius of roughly circular CO2 free-phase plumes correspond to large 253 
incremental savings in per-acre land costs due to the quadratic dependence of land area on plume 254 
radius.   255 
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(a) 

  
(b) 

  
 256 

Figure 3. Permeability (red) (millidarcy) calculated from a porosity log versus depth below Kelly 257 
Bushing (m-KB) and averaged over layers to approximate horizontal permeability (black) (left-258 
hand side) with sketch of a CO2 injection well showing one slice of a radially symmetric CO2 259 
plume around the well (right-hand side). (a) Well without local flow control showing preferential 260 
flow caused by combination of high transmissivity in the formation and high lateral pressure 261 
gradients; (b) Relatively uniform phase-front advance achieved using local flow control devices. 262 

 263 

 264 

 265 
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Radial Storage Efficiency in Practice  266 
Injection Design and Conformance Simulations 267 
As with capacity and storage efficiency measures in general, RSE will find most of its use in 268 
modeling and simulation studies. This is because of the difficulty of making field measurements 269 
that quantify the terms in the RSE such as spatial distributions of CO2 saturation and residual 270 
liquid saturation. While the dry-out region has been convincingly observed and monitored at the 271 
Ketzin test site [25], the state-of-the-art pulsed-neutron logging (PNL)  approach relied upon to 272 
effectively monitor gas-phase saturation cannot detect dry regions (corresponding to free-phase 273 
CO2) more than a few tenths of a meter from the tool into the formation. So, for the most part, 274 
measures of capacity and storage efficiency are mostly applicable and useful in modeling for 275 
injection design purposes.  276 

Specifically, in the early stages of a project as the storage reservoir is being characterized and 277 
injection design carried out, coupled well-reservoir simulation using codes such as T2Well [26] 278 
can be used to estimate values of RSE for different injection designs with and without local flow 279 
control devices. Because of the large changes in pressure, temperature, and fluid property 280 
conditions in the near-well region, it is critically important to finely discretize (highly resolve) 281 
the numerical grid in the near-well region. Under-resolved flow models may run nicely but miss 282 
key processes of dry out, salt precipitation, decompression cooling, and phase change that occur 283 
over short length scales from the well through the perforations and into the near-well region of 284 
the storage reservoir. 285 

Property boundaries and subsurface pore-space rights access will provide constraints on plume 286 
footprint size (values of r in RSE) at individual GCS sites within a basin. In early-stage studies at 287 
potential GCS sites, operators can use simulations to optimize injection design to match the 288 
project’s surface property access rights taking advantage of the spatial variations inherent in CO2 289 
pore occupancy in the storage reservoir accounted for in the RSE equation. Similarly, later in the 290 
project development process, estimates of RSE and the associated r value may provide 291 
constraints on project pore-space acquisition costs. As an injection project moves into the 292 
operational stages with regular monitoring of free-phase CO2 along the injection well or by 293 
means of PNL in nearby observation wells and/or by various geophysical approaches, RSE can 294 
be estimated from simulations constrained by monitoring data in the spirit of conformance 295 
modeling [27, 28]. Estimates of RSE may also be useful for guiding adjustments to tune local 296 
injection control devices to optimize RSE.   297 

Example Simulations 298 
To test and demonstrate local flow control and the use of RSE, simulations have been carried out 299 
of CO2 injection into a hypothetical and idealized radially symmetric storage reservoir with four 300 
layers, with large permeability in the upper two layers, very low permeability in the third 301 
aquitard layer, and moderate permeability in the lowest layer. All of the layers except the 302 
aquitard have ten times higher horizontal permeability than vertical permeability (kv/kh = 0.1). 303 
Properties of the system are presented in Tables 1 and 2, and a sketch of the system is shown in 304 
Figure 4. Discretization of the 2D RZ domain into 2193 grid blocks (43 radial × 51 vertical) and 305 
the highly resolved near-well region (inset) are also shown in Figure 4.  306 
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Starting at the ground surface, the vertical well used in Case 1 (not shown fully in Figure 4) 307 
starts with a few wellhead grid blocks and then extends downward to the top of the reservoir in 308 
25-m long grid blocks. From the top of the reservoir downward, the perforated well grid blocks 309 
match the thickness of the reservoir grid blocks one-for-one to the bottom of the reservoir 310 
totaling 129 grid blocks. Although the simulations were run non-isothermally, thermal effects do 311 
not play a significant role in the system and are not discussed here for the sake of brevity.  312 

Two different injection scenarios were simulated: (Case 1) injection through a well equally 313 
perforated over all four layers, and (Case 2) injection through a virtual well with effectively two 314 
completions for implementing local flow control, one completion for injection into the upper 315 
high-permeability layers and the second for injection into the lower-most low-permeability layer. 316 
All of the 2D RZ simulations were carried out using T2Well/ECO2N [29, 26] with the objective 317 
of demonstrating how local flow control can be used to increase RSE when the storage reservoir 318 
is layered and some layers have lower permeability (or lower transmissivity). 319 

 320 

Table 1. Properties of the tubing in the simplified model of the CO2 injection well. 321 

Tubing property Value 
Inner diameter  0.101 m over full vertical length of 2000 m   
Roughness 55.1 × 10-6 m  
Thermal conductivity  2.5 J s-1 K-1 m-1 
Heat capacity  1266 J kg-1 K-1 
Perforation area fraction (fraction of total 
surface area occupied by open holes) 

0.20  

 322 
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Table 2. 2D RZ reservoir properties. 323 

Radially Symmetric Reservoir Properties 

Thickness 100 m 
Depth of top of the reservoir 1900 m 
Porosity (φ) 0.10 
Permeability of the layers  
     res01 (1900-1925 m) 
     res02 (1925-1950 m) 
     res03 (1950-1975 m) 
     res04 (1975-2000 m) 

kR, kZ 
1 × 10-13, 1 × 10-14 m2  
1 × 10-13, 1 × 10-14 m2  
1 × 10-19, 1 × 10-19 m2 

1 × 10-14, 1 × 10-15 m2 
Compressibility  8.5 × 10-10 Pa-1 
Thermal conductivity  2.50 W/(m K) 
Heat capacity (CP)  1000 J/(kg K) 
Capillary Pressure (Pcap) and Relative 
Permeability (kr) 
Terminology: 
 m = 1-1/n = power in expressions for Pcap and 

kr 
Slr = aqueous-phase residual saturation    
Sgr= gas-phase residual saturation 
Pc0 = capillary pressure strength between 

aqueous and gas phases  
Pcmax = maximum possible value of Pcap 

van Genuchten (1980) Pcap and kr with 
Corey (1952) relative permeability 
for gas [30, 31] 

 
m = 0.50 
Slr = 0.37 for Pcap, 0.35 for kr 

Sgr = 0.05  
Pc0 = 1.25 × 104 Pa 
Pcmax = 1 × 107 Pa 

Initial pressure  Hydrostatic 
18.8 MPa at top of reservoir  

19.8 MPa at bottom of reservoir  
Initial temperature  Geothermal gradient 18.2 ºC/km 

Ground surface T = 11.0 °C 
45.6 ºC at top of reservoir  

47.4 ºC at bottom of reservoir  
Initial saturation  Aqueous phase saturation (Sl) = 1.0 
CO2 injection rate 1 million tonnes per year (31.7 kg/s) 

 324 

 325 
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 326 

Figure 4. Hypothetical four-layer RZ reservoir model system with well (used in Case 1) shown 327 
on the left-hand side, mass source intervals (used in Case 2), boundary conditions on top, bottom 328 
and right-hand side, and discretization with inset showing details of the fine resolution around 329 
the well. The well extends to the ground surface and is perforated uniformly along the entire 330 
interval of the layered system. The mass sources in Case 2 specify injection into every grid block 331 
along the left-hand side of the domain in layers res01, res02, and res04 summing to 1 MtCO2/yr. 332 
Note the large vertical exaggeration.  333 

 334 

The simulation results of CO2 injection for 20 years for Case 1, which specifies CO2 injection at 335 
a rate of 1 million tonnes of CO2 per year (31.7 kg/s) through a well with uniformly spaced 336 
perforations along the entire reservoir thickness, are shown in Figure 4a-b. Keeping in mind the 337 
geometry of the radial RZ system in which CO2 saturations at larger radius represent much larger 338 
amounts of CO2 than saturations at smaller radius, the figures show a negligible amount of CO2 339 
enters the aquitard layer (res03) and little CO2 enters the lower low-permeability layer (res04). 340 
Also note that the dry-out region that occurs in res01 and res02 is much narrower in res04 and 341 
does not show up in the figure at the scale plotted. In short, the ten—times-lower permeability of 342 
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the deepest layer (res04) inhibits injectivity there resulting in most of the CO2 being injected into 343 
res01 and res02. This illustrates the challenge of efficiently using available pore space for CO2 344 
storage in heterogeneous reservoirs using standard injection wells without local flow control 345 
approaches. 346 

In Case 2 shown in Figure 5c-d, injection was specified as a constant CO2 mass generation rate 347 
with two-thirds of the total (21.1 kg/s) going into a virtual well perforated in the top two layers 348 
(res01 and res02), and one-third of the total (10.56 kg/s) going into a virtual well perforated in 349 
the bottom layer (res04). This is in contrast to Case 1 that employed a single well from the 350 
ground surface modeled as a coupled well-reservoir system using T2Well. By the method used in 351 
Case 2, the model system is roughly a dual-completion approach whereby a well would have two 352 
independent sets of tubing (with appropriate packers) set to deliver CO2 independently to the 353 
layers in which the well is perforated. This approach would allow the operator to control the 354 
pressure (and flow rate) of each injection tubing system to account for higher and lower 355 
transmissivities of the target injection zones. As shown in Figure 5d, the simulation produces 356 
dry-out regions in all layers, and this injection approach causes a more efficient filling of all 357 
three permeable layers. Note that in both cases the injection rate is 1 million tonnes of CO2 per 358 
year. The result of the lower transmissivity in res04 is a significantly higher pressurization in 359 
Case 2 as discussed further below.  360 
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 361 

(a) (b) 

  
(c) (d) 

  

 362 

Figure 5. Simulation results after 20 years of injection showing pressure and aqueous phase 363 
saturation (Saq = Sl = 1 – SCO2) for Case 1 (a) and (b) and Case 2 (c) and (d). Note the lack of dry-364 
out in the near-well region in the lower layer for Case 1 (b) and the higher injection pressure that 365 
resulted in the lower layer for Case 2 (note different scales of the pressure legends in (a) and (c)). 366 
Finally, note the maximum extent of the plume for Case 1 is approximately 2500 m while it is 367 
only 2200 m for Case 2 (see also Table 3).  368 

 369 

In a post-processing step, values of RSE (Table 3) were calculated for Cases 1 and 2 by Eq. 2 for 370 
these results for various values of r. Note first in Table 3 that the total available pore volume for 371 
CO2 storage accounting for the residual liquid saturation is the same for Cases 1 and 2. The 372 
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volumetrically weighted average CO2 saturation varies for the two cases and for various r values, 373 
but the RSE values show more and more agreement as r becomes larger and more of the injected 374 
CO2 is included in the averaging. Four values of r were chosen: (1) 600 m,  approximately the 375 
extent of the plume in the lowest layer (res04) in Case 1; (2) 1800 m, approximately the 376 
maximum extent of the plume in the lowest layer (res04) in Case 2; (3) 2200 m, approximately 377 
the maximum extent of the plume (occurs in layer res01) in Case 2, and (4) 2500 m, 378 
approximately the maximum extent of the plume (occurs in layer res01) in Case 1.  379 

Results of RSE shown in Table 3 for these various r values show the sensitivity of RSE to r. 380 
Specifically, for r equal to approximately the radius (600 m) of the Case 1 plume in the lowest 381 
layer, RSE is 0.35 for Case 1 and 0.395 for Case 2 because saturations are higher in the lower 382 
layer in Case 2. For r equal to approximately the radius (1800 m) of the Case 2 plume in the 383 
deepest layer (res04), the RSE for Case 2 is 0.28 while it is only 0.23 for Case 1. The higher 384 
value of RSE in Case 2 is quantifying the effect of the increased amount of CO2 within 1800 m 385 
of the well contributed by CO2 the deepest layer (res04). In Case 1, this layer did not receive 386 
nearly as much CO2 with injection through a simple well because the layer permeability 387 
(transmissivity) is ten times lower than in the two upper layers.  388 

The effective dual completion modeled in Case 2 to force the lowest layer to receive CO2 389 
improved the RSE for r = 1800 m at the expense of higher injection pressure. Specifically, 390 
assuming the injection pressure in layer res04 was 40 MPa (5800 psi) and that this pressure was 391 
allowable because it was 90% of a hypothetical fracture pressure of 44 MPa (i.e., 90% of 44 Mpa 392 
(6700 psi) = 40 Mpa (5800 psi)), the frac gradient would be 22 kPa/m (0.97 psi/ft). This frac 393 
gradient is not unusual for sedimentary basins although some basins have smaller frac gradients 394 
and therefore an operator may have to reduce the lower-layer injection rate to comply with 395 
applicable frac-gradient requirements for injection into any specific reservoir.  396 

As r increases from 600 m to 1800 m and 2500 m, the RSE values for Cases 1 and 2 become 397 
more equal because RSE becomes more like a conventional storage efficiency value averaging 398 
more and more of the injected CO2 over more and more of the storage region.  The Case 2 399 
volumetrically weighted CO2 saturation and RSE values are smaller than the Case 1 values 400 
because r = 2500 m is beyond the maximum extent of the Case 2 plume and therefore saturation 401 
is averaged over more volume not containing free-phase CO2 making the volume averages 402 
decline.  403 

 404 
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Table 3. RSE and related properties calculated for the simulation results at t = 20 yrs shown in 405 
Figure 4.. 406 

RSE-related 
property 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 Case 1 Case 2 

r (m) 600 600 1800 1800 2200 2200 2500 2500 
Total formation 
volume within r 
(units of 109 m3) 

0.115 0.115 1.04 1.04 1.55 1.55 2.17 2.17 

Volumetrically 
weighted 2COS  

0.227 0.257 0.147 0.181 0.127 0.130 0.0958 0.0929 

RSE 0.349 0.395 0.227 0.279 0.196 0.200 0.147 0.143 
 407 

 408 

For an actual GCS storage complex, there may be many hydraulically distinguishable layers with 409 
variable transmissivity and operators may have a limited number of storage zones that they can 410 
practically treat using local flow control approaches in any given well. On the other hand, there 411 
may be also multiple approaches for effective local flow control which could lead to more of the 412 
layers being practically addressed. For example, in addition to the multiple completion approach 413 
illustrated above, it is possible that a simple varying of perforation density longitudinally along 414 
the well and/or other valving approaches could be used to effect flow control depending on the 415 
transmissivity contrasts and storage opportunities presented by each layer.  416 

Conclusions 417 
RSE is an extension of existing measures of storage efficiency that emphasizes maximizing 418 
injection and storage throughout the vertical extent of the storage region along a vertical well to 419 
minimize the footprint of the CO2 saturation plume. Without local flow control e.g., as controlled 420 
by intelligent well completions, varying transmissivity in layers across the vertical extent of a 421 
storage complex leads to inefficient use of available pore space. To address this problem, 422 
operators and reservoir engineers can utilize existing oil and gas intelligent well technology for 423 
flow control or develop new approaches tailored for CO2 injection and trapping and capable of 424 
compensating for low- and high-transmissivity layers/zones in the storage region. The concept of 425 
RSE for quantifying the effectiveness of local flow control can be used in injection design 426 
simulations. Improving the uniformity of free-phase CO2 sweep in a heterogeneous sedimentary 427 
reservoir using local flow control methods inherently involves locally higher injection pressures. 428 
Implementing local flow control methods is mostly relevant during the early phases of a GCS 429 
project when the CO2 free-phase plume footprint size is important, and this approach will 430 
become less important late in projects when reservoir/basin pressure becomes the limiting factor 431 
on capacity. Local flow control and RSE are applicable to both vertical and horizontal wells, 432 
although the objective of minimizing plume footprint does not translate directly from vertical to 433 
horizontal wells.        434 
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